How do people in an ethnically divided society form their identity? Some scholars argue that identity is mainly a reflection of people's ethnicity; others argue that it is socially constructed; still others argue that it is more a matter of individual choice. If identity is not completely primordial, it is subject to change. To what extent is one's identity influenced by his or her social context? The answer to this question will help us understand the nature of identity as well as the causes of its formation and change. In this article, we seek to answer this question by investigating the influence of "neighborhood" on the formation of national identity in Taiwan.
In Taiwan, national identity has been the most salient political issue since the early 1990s. The conventional wisdom remains that national identity in Taiwan is primarily a reflection of subethnicity. Primordial explanation, however, cannot fully account for people's national identity, for there is significant variation in the relationship between identity and subethnicity across geographical areas. An interesting phenomenon is that the Minnanese who live in areas where they are numerically dominant seem to have stronger Taiwanese identity than those who live in areas where they are not dominant. What is the plausible explanation for this phenomenon? We suggest that the formation of national identity in Taiwan is subject to neighborhood influence.
In our model, an individual's national identity is subject to influence by his social context through socialization and peer pressure just like fads, fashion, and customs. The adoption of a national identity, however, is not completely a result of the desire to conform or without cognitive exercises. Like any learning process, it inevitably involves the calculation of rewards and punishments. Individual choice is informed by social context, which exerts reinforcement and inhibition, but it also contributes to the configuration of the social context. Thus, both culture Abstract This article argues that, like fashion, national identity may be influenced by "neighbors" in a broadly defined sense. Inspired by models of collective choice, we hypothesize that, in Taiwan, a subethnically divided society facing a dilemma in its relationship with China, township residents and occupational peers are subject to mutual influence in the formation of their national identity. Methodologically, we compare spatial regression with dummy variable regression and hierarchical linear models. Based on spatial regression with survey data, our findings show that the formation of national identity in Taiwan indeed exhibits strong neighborhood influence.
and choice are endogenous. They influence each other until an equilibrium is reached. The social context in which such dynamics take place is what we call a "neighborhood." A neighborhood is a space where people live or work with one another and engage in frequent contacts.
That residential neighborhoods and the workplace may help shape our political or social attitudes has been well-studied. The "contact hypotheses" assumes that "close contact between members of different races promotes positive racial attitudes and that the lack of such contact fosters prejudice and ill will" (Sigelman and Welch, 1993, p. 781). Huckfeldt (1983) , in a study of ethnic politics in Buffalo, New York, shows that Polish ethnics who live in predominantly Polish neighborhoods are more likely to identify with their ethnic group. In a more general study, Huckfeldt et al. (1995) conclude that citizens with social interactions beyond the boundaries of cohesive social groups are more likely to be affected by the larger environments of public opinion. These results are echoed in the civic network or social capital literature. For example, Varshney (2001) shows that, in India, communities with interethnic networks of civic engagement are less prone to ethnic violence than those organized along intraethnic lines. All these studies clearly demonstrate the effect of inter-group interactions on group-specific attitudes and behavior. In our analysis, geography is not the only space in which social interactions influence the formation of national identity. Occupational peers play as strong a role in the socialization of identity as township neighbors. What facilitates social interaction is contact, and contact can take place wherever people live or work together.
The data we used for our empirical analyses are based on the 1996 and 2000 post-presidential election surveys sponsored by Taiwan's National Science Council (NSC). Spatial econometrics provides the tools for modeling neighborhood influence on social agents who interact with one another (Anselin, 1988) . We test various models of national identity for the 1996 and 2000 data, respectively. Tables 1 present the estimates of various models of national identity for the 2000 data. The column labeled as "None" provides the OLS estimates of a regression model without the spatial lag term. The other columns provide the OLS and MLE estimates of three separate MRSAR models pertaining to random, township, and occupational neighborhood, respectively. The random neighborhood model serves as the "placebo" in an experimental design. All the models include subethnicity (Minnanese and Mainlander, with Hakka as the reference category), education, and age as control variables.
The results show that both township and occupational neighborhoods exert significant positive influence ( >0) on national identity in both 1996 and 2000. The standard errors of the estimated values of also imply that <1,
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Significant Reserach Achievements of Academia Sinica assuring that the neighborhood influence process ultimately settles at equilibrium. Substantively, as the average Chinese identity of a random sample of one's "neighbors," be they residents living in the same township or peers in the same occupation, increases, one is more leaning toward considering oneself Chinese. Conversely, as the average Chinese identity of neighbors decreases, one is more leaning toward considering oneself Taiwanese. This neighborhood effect exists only for the two types of substantively meaningful neighborhood. The estimated associated with the random neighborhood is statistically insignificant and of the wrong sign for both the 1996 and 2000 analyses. We thus show that the model can indeed discriminate between real and artificial neighborhoods and has the expected methodological validity. 
